
Am I free?

Free will vs. neuroscience



In ancient times, philosophers worried about the challenge to free will from 
fate. After the birth of modern physics, many worried about the challenge to 
free will from determinism. Our topic today is a much more recent challenge: 

the challenge to free will posed by contemporary neuroscience.

In particular, our focus will be on some 
groundbreaking experimental results 

obtained by the late American neuroscientist 
Benjamin Libet.

Libet’s work was on the neuroscience of 
consciousness. Since Libet thought, not 
unreasonably, that free choices had to be 
conscious, he thought that we could try to 

design experiments which would show 
whether or not people had free will.



In the central experiment described in the 
reading for today, subjects were told to look 
at a clock with a dot which moved rapidly in 

circles around the clock.



Here is how Libet describes the instructions 
given to these subjects:

In the central experiment described in the 
reading for today, subjects were told to look 
at a clock with a dot which moved rapidly in 

circles around the clock.
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recording tape before 'O-time'. The latter was signified by the EMG, recorded with bipolar electrodes
on the skin over the activated muscle of the right forearm.

Procedure
The subject sat in a partially reclining position on a lounge chair with an observer present in the

room. Each trial was started only when the subject considered himself comfortably ready. The trial
began with a brief'get-ready' tone. This signalled that during the next 1 -3 s the subject should relax his
muscles, especially those of the head, neck and forearm, blink his eyelids if he wished, and fix his gaze
on the centre of the 5 inch circular screen of a cathode ray oscilloscope (CRO) that was positioned at
about 1.95 m away in his direct line of vision. At the end of these irregular get-ready periods the
operator activated the PDP-12 computer to initiate circular revolution of the beam of the CRO. The
CRO spot of light revolved in a clockwise circle near the circumference of the screen starting from
the' 12-o'clock' position; this motion simulated a sweep secondhand of a clock but each revolution was
completed in 2.56 rather than 60 s. A circular scale, with numbers at each '5 s' position, was mounted at
the external edge of the CRO screen, and a plastic grille on the peripheral portion of the screen
displayed illuminated radial lines spaced at '2.5s.' intervals (each equal to 107 ms of actual time).
Subjects were asked to maintain their gaze fixed on the centre of the CRO screen and not to follow the
CRO spot around, even though they were to report information relating the 'clock-position' of the spot
to the events (see below). The visual angle subtended between the centre and the peripheral position of
the moving spot was small enough (1.8 deg) to present no difficulty from loss of visual acuity. The
'clock-time' of the CRO spot at each event, namely EMG with motor act or stimulator synch pulse with
stimulus to skin, was recorded by the PDP-12 computer. Subjects were trained to make their self-
initiated movement sufficiently brisk so that within no more than 10-20 ms from the start of any EMG
potentials they achieved the amplitude pre-set to trigger the computer.

The subject was asked not to blink from the time the CRO spot started revolving until after the event.
To minimize the possibility that the need to blink might become a controlling 'external' factor that
compels or impels him to act, the subject was told that he may blink during the trial if the need arose;
but that, if he did blink (or made some other extranaeous motion), he should then simply wait for the
CRO spot to make at least another full revolution before performing the quick voluntary movement, as
at the start of the trial.

Two different kinds of series were studied.
(1) Self-initiated voluntary acts. The subject was asked to wait for one complete revolution of the

CRO spot and then, at any time thereafter when he felt like doing so, to perform the quick, abrupt
flexion of the fingers and/or the wrist of his right hand (see Libet etai, 1982). An additional instruction
to encourage 'spontaneity' of the act was given routinely to subjects in Group 2 and only in the latter
half to two-thirds of sessions with Group 1. For this, the subject was instructed 'to let the urge to act
appear on its own at any time without any preplanning or concentration on when to act', that is, to try
to be 'spontaneous' in deciding when to perform each act; this instruction was designed to elicit
voluntary acts that were freely capricious in origin.

(2) Skin-stimuli 'at unknown times'. For such a series the subject expected to receive a near-threshold
stimulus pulse on the back of the right hand. Delivery of the pulse was made by the operator at irregular
times that were unknown to the subject, but only after the CRO spot completed its first revolution.
They were actually delivered randomly during the second or third revolution of the spot (that is,
between about 2.6 and 7.6 s after the spot began to revolve); this range overlapped with that for the
times of the self-initiated movements. These conditions closely paralleled the attentive and other
requirements associated with performing and recalling the CRO clock time for 'spontaneous' self-
initiated voluntary acts (see also Libet et al., 1982).

Subjects' reports of the time of an event. The 'clock position' of the revolving CRO spot at the time of
the subject's awareness of an event was observed by the subject for later recall. Within a few seconds
after the event, the subject was asked for his report of that timing, as in recalling a spatial image of
ordinary clock time in conjunction with another event. It was emphasized that only an after-the-event

Subjects were then asked to note where the spot on the 
clock was when they had the urge, or desire, to flex. This 
was used to record the time of, as Libet thought of it, the 
subject’s conscious willing to flex his or her hand. Libet 

called this the “W time.”



Subjects were then asked to note where the spot on the clock 
was when they had the urge, or desire, to flex. This was used to 
record the time of, as Libet thought of it, the subject’s conscious 

willing to flex his or her hand. Libet called this the “W time.”

This was then compared with the time at which certain brain 
events, measured by EEG, occurred in the subject. These were 
brain events which other experiments had shown to precede 
certain intentional actions. The increased brain activity which 
occurs prior to a certain sort of intentional action is called that 

action’s readiness potential. Libet called the times at which 
subjects showed a readiness potential for flexing their hands “RP-

onset times.”

The W time and the RP-onset time were then compared with the 
“zero time” — the time at which the subject’s hand actually 

flexed.



When Libet compared these times, he found something 
remarkable.
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It appears that the subject’s brain is ready to flex the hand about 
350ms before the subject’s experience of consciously deciding to flex 

his or her hand. 

This makes it seem as though the conscious “decision” to flex one’s 
hand is not really a decision at all — that decision has already been 

made, unconsciously, by the brain.



It appears that the subject’s brain is ready to flex the hand about 
350ms before the subject’s experience of consciously deciding to flex 

his or her hand. 

This makes it seem as though the conscious “decision” to flex one’s 
hand is not really a decision at all — that decision has already been 

made, unconsciously, by the brain.

And, Libet thought, an unconscious decision made in the brain, prior to 
any conscious act of deciding, cannot be free; free decisions must be 

consciously made. 

Does this show that there is no space for conscious free will? Libet 
thought not.



Does this show that there is no space for conscious free will? Libet 
thought not.
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performing it with capriciously whimsical timings, appear to exclude external
psychological or other factors as controlling agents. It thus invites the extrapolation
that other relatively 'spontaneous' voluntary acts, performed without conscious
deliberation or planning, may also be initiated by cerebral activities proceeding
unconsciously.

These considerations would appear to introduce certain constraints on the
potential of the individual for exerting conscious initiation and control over his
voluntary acts. However, accepting our conclusion that spontaneous voluntary acts
can be initiated unconsciously, there would remain at least two types of conditions
in which conscious control could be operative. (1) There could be a conscious 'veto'
that aborts the performance even of the type of 'spontaneous' self-initiated act
under study here. This remains possible because reportable conscious intention,
even though it appeared distinctly later than onset of RP, did appear a substantial
time (about 150 to 200 ms) before the beginning of the movement as signalled by the
EMG. Even in our present experiments, subjects have reported that some recallable
conscious urges to act were 'aborted' or inhibited before any actual movement
occurred; in such cases the subject simply waited for another urge to appear which,
when consummated, constituted the actual event whose RP was recorded (Libet et
al, 1982). (2) In those voluntary actions that are not 'spontaneous' and quickly
performed, that is, in those in which conscious deliberation (of whether to act or of
what alternative choice of action to take) precedes the act, the possibilities for
conscious initiation and control would not be excluded by the present evidence.

A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S

We are indebted to an anonymous editorial reviewer of the paper for helpful comments. This work
was supported in part by the Research Support Program of the Mount Zion Hospital and Medical
Center, San Francisco.
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Libet thought that, in the time between W time and the time of the 
action, the subject may be able to block the execution of the action 
which had already been decided on, unconsciously, by the brain.

And in fact Libet carried out further experiments which he took to show 
that this is indeed possible. 



And in fact Libet carried out further experiments which he took to show 
that this is indeed possible. 

In these experiments, subjects 
were instructed to do two things. 

(1) Prepare to flex at a specific 
target time — say, when the dot is 
at “30.” (2) Do not flex at that time.

In these experiments, Libet observed 
higher EEG readings — and thus readiness 
potential to flex — about a second before 
the target time. These EEG readings were 

remarkably similar to those at about 
-500ms in the original study.

However, the EEG readings decreased around 200ms before the 
target time — not far off of the W time from the previous experiment.

Libet took this to mean that the subjects in the “veto” experiment decided 
to flex at the target time, but were able to exercise conscious free will to 

veto this decision about 200ms before the action.



Libet took this to mean that the subjects in the “veto” experiment decided 
to flex at the target time, but were able to exercise conscious free will to 

veto this decision about 200ms before the action.

Is this good news for free will? Yes and No. Yes, because it appears to 
make room for conscious free will. No, because it gives conscious free 

will a disappointingly limited role to play. 

In another paper, Libet described the situation as follows:

 The Neural Time

 the conscious process itself have in volitional actions? (In this we are
 considering only the processes immediately involved in the perfor-
 mance of a voluntary movement. The issue of conscious deliberation
 or planning of what, whether and when to act is a separate one; if
 and when such forethought leads to a voluntary act, then we have the
 case under consideration in our investigation). First, the immediate
 initiation of the voluntary act appears to be an unconscious cerebral
 process. Clearly, free will or free choice of whether « to act now »
 could not be the initiating agent, contrary to one widely held view.
 This is of course also contrary to each individual's own introspective
 feeling that he/she consciously initiates such voluntary acts, this prov-
 ides an important empirical example of the possibility that the sub-
 jective experience of a mental causality need not necessarily reflect
 the actual causative relationship between mental and brain events.

 However, we must distinguish the initiation of a process leading to
 a voluntary action from control of the outcome of that process. The
 experimental results showed that W (conscious wish to act) did appear
 at about minus 200 msec, i.e. before the motor act, even though it fol-
 lowed the onset of cerebral process (RP) by about 350 msec. This per-
 mits at least a potential role for the conscious function, in determin-
 ing whether the volitional process will go on to completion. That
 could come about by a conscious choice either to promote the cul-
 mination of the process into an action (whether passively or by a
 conscious « trigger »), or to prevent the progress to action by a
 conscious blockade or « veto ». The potentiality for such conscious
 veto power, within the last 100-200 msec before an anticipated action,
 was experimentally demonstrated by us. It is also in accord with a
 common subjective experience, that one can veto or stop oneself from
 performing an act after a conscious urge or wish to perform it has
 appeared (even when the latter is sudden and spontaneous).

 Assuming that one can extrapolate these results to volitional acts
 generally, they do not exclude a possible role for free will, even though
 the volitional process starts with unconscious cerebral activity.
 However, the potential role of free will would be constrained; it would
 be changed from being an initiator of the voluntary act to one only of
 controlling the outcome of the volitional process, after the individual
 becomes aware of an intention aware of an intention or wish to act

 now. In a general sense, free will could only select from among the
 brain activities that are a part of a given individual's makeup.

 Such a « self-control » role for free will is actually in accord with
 much of ethical strictures propounded in many religious and philo-
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The Libet experiments are a nice example of the interconnectedness of 
science and philosophy. Often in the history of philosophy, philosophers 
have formulated a deep and interesting question, which then inspired 

scientists (who, in many cases, were themselves philosophers) to 
formulate experiments which promised to answer the question.

Our question is: do Libet’s experiments show that free will is limited in the 
way that he suggests?



I want to discuss two ways of challenging 
Libet’s conclusion. 
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before 

zero time
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time)
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In his experiments, Libet 
took the EEG readings at 
RP-onset time to indicate 
an unconscious decision 
to act. This leads to two 

questions.

Is RP-onset an 
unconscious 

decision?

If RP-onset is a 
decision, does 
that limit our 

freedom?



Is RP-onset an 
unconscious 

decision?

There is wide experimental confirmation of the fact 
that the sort of increased brain activity which occurs 
at RP-onset is correlated with actions. But that does 

not mean that it is an unconscious decision. 
Perhaps, for instance, RP-onset is a process which 

sometimes leads to a decision, rather than the 
decision itself. Maybe it just shows that the action is 

being considered, or imagined.

Some aspects of Libet’s experiments, in fact, 
suggest that RP-onset is not a decision. 



Is RP-onset an 
unconscious 

decision?

Recall the “veto” experiment, in which subjects were 
asked to prepare to flex their hands at a certain time, 

but then not flex them at that time. 

In that case, the electrical activity in the brain was 
extremely similar to that observed at RP-onset in the 

original experiment. 

But did subjects in the veto experiment ever decide 
to flex their hands?

Suppose that I asked you to prepare to sing the Fight 
Song in 2 minutes, but not do it. Would you have 

decided to sing the Fight Song?

Indeed, it seems impossible to decide to do 
something that you have also decided not to do. If I 
offered you a large reward to for deciding, at will, to 

sing the Fight Song and then not do it, you would not 
be able to claim the reward.



Is RP-onset an 
unconscious 

decision?

But did subjects in the veto experiment ever decide 
to flex their hands?

If subjects in the “veto” experiment never decided to 
flex their hands, and their brain activity was very 

similar to that observed at RP-onset, that strongly 
suggests that RP-onset is not a conscious decision.

This is also suggested by the timing of the original 
experiment.



This is also suggested by the timing of the original 
experiment.1 second 

before 
zero time

time of the 
action (zero 

time)

-500ms -250ms-750ms
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“Go-signal” tests suggest 
that the time between 

decision and an action like 
that performed by Libet’s 
subjects is between 200 

and 250ms — not 550ms, 
as would be the case if 

RP-onset were a decision.

This also fits nicely with 
the alternative hypothesis 
that the decision does not 

take place at RP-onset 
time, but at W time.



If RP-onset is a 
decision, does 
that limit our 

freedom?

One might think that it is not very damaging, on the 
grounds that the actions subjects perform in the Libet 
experiments are in some ways different than paradigm 

examples of free action.

These are serious worries about Libet’s argument. But 
let’s set them aside and ask: if RP-onset is an 

unconscious decision, how damaging is that to our belief 
in freedom of the will?

Libet seems to disagree with this:

640 BENJAMIN LIBET AND OTHERS

Furthermore, the available evidence indicates that the subjects' experience with
attending to the awareness of actually moving (M) may have induced them to report
W times that were somewhat more, not less, negative relative to EMG zero time {see
Results, end of Section I). The mean W values were on the average about 50 ms more
negative when, in a given session, the W series was performed after instead of before
an M series {see Table 2D, etc.).

Awareness of'actually moving' (M) preceded the EMG. Mean M values were generally negative to
EMG zero time for most subjects, and consistently though slightly negative (average about —40 ms)
relative to S values for all subjects. Timing of M so as to precede the activation of muscle contraction
indicates that M was not reflecting awareness of proprioceptive sensory impulses elicited by the
movement. It suggests the possibility that M reflected an awareness associated more immediately with
initiation of efferent cerebral output for the movement. Components that follow the main negative
RP shift are recordable just prior to movement, including a negative 'motor potential' that begins
about 50 ms before the EMG {see Deecke et al., 1976; Shibasaki et al., 1980).

Unconscious and Conscious Initiation or Control of Voluntary Acts
Since onset of RP regularly begins at least several hundreds of milliseconds before

the appearance of a reportable time for awareness of any subjective intention or
wish to act, it would appear that some neuronal activity associated with the eventual
performance of the act has started well before any (recallable) conscious initiation or
intervention could be possible. Put another way, the brain evidently 'decides' to
initiate or, at the least, prepare to initiate the act at a time before there is any
reportable subjective awareness that such a decision has taken place. It is concluded
that cerebral initiation even of a spontaneous voluntary act, of the kind studied here,
can and usually does begin unconsciously. The term 'unconscious' refers here simply
to all processes that are not expressed as a conscious experience; this may include
and does not distinguish among preconscious, subconscious or other possible
nonreportable unconscious processes.

A general hypothesis had already been proposed that some substantial time
period of appropriate cerebral activity may be required for eliciting all specific
conscious experiences (Libet, 1965). This developed out of experimentally based
findings that cortical activities must persist for up to 500 ms or more before
'neuronal adequacy' for a conscious sensory experience is achieved {see Libet, 1966,
1973, 1981a; Libet et al., 1972). In that hypothesis, those cerebral activities that did
not persist sufficiently would remain at unconscious levels. The present evidence
appears to provide support for that more general hypothesis. It suggests that a
similar substantial period of cerebral activity may also be required to achieve
'neuronal adequacy' for an experience of conscious intention or desire to perform a
voluntary act.

The present evidence for the unconscious initiation of a voluntary act of course
applies to one very limited form of such acts. However, the simple voluntary motor
act studied here has in fact often been regarded as an incontrovertible and ideal
example of a fully endogenous and 'freely voluntary' act. The absence of any larger
meaning in the simple quick flexion of hand or fingers, and the possibility of
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performing it with capriciously whimsical timings, appear to exclude external
psychological or other factors as controlling agents. It thus invites the extrapolation
that other relatively 'spontaneous' voluntary acts, performed without conscious
deliberation or planning, may also be initiated by cerebral activities proceeding
unconsciously.

These considerations would appear to introduce certain constraints on the
potential of the individual for exerting conscious initiation and control over his
voluntary acts. However, accepting our conclusion that spontaneous voluntary acts
can be initiated unconsciously, there would remain at least two types of conditions
in which conscious control could be operative. (1) There could be a conscious 'veto'
that aborts the performance even of the type of 'spontaneous' self-initiated act
under study here. This remains possible because reportable conscious intention,
even though it appeared distinctly later than onset of RP, did appear a substantial
time (about 150 to 200 ms) before the beginning of the movement as signalled by the
EMG. Even in our present experiments, subjects have reported that some recallable
conscious urges to act were 'aborted' or inhibited before any actual movement
occurred; in such cases the subject simply waited for another urge to appear which,
when consummated, constituted the actual event whose RP was recorded (Libet et
al, 1982). (2) In those voluntary actions that are not 'spontaneous' and quickly
performed, that is, in those in which conscious deliberation (of whether to act or of
what alternative choice of action to take) precedes the act, the possibilities for
conscious initiation and control would not be excluded by the present evidence.

A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S

We are indebted to an anonymous editorial reviewer of the paper for helpful comments. This work
was supported in part by the Research Support Program of the Mount Zion Hospital and Medical
Center, San Francisco.
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If RP-onset is a 
decision, does 
that limit our 

freedom?

This is not unreasonable — we do often use simple acts, 
like deciding to scratch one’s nose, as an example of a 

free action.

But Libet’s subjects are in one central respect different 
than subjects of ordinary free actions: they are asked to 

be as spontaneous as possible, and avoid planning 
when they will flex their fingers. 

That is not how most free actions work; in the case of 
most free actions, we consciously consider pros and 
cons of the action, and plan when to carry the action 

out. 

This fact leads to a possibility that is worth considering.



This fact leads to a possibility that is worth considering.

Consider your decision to come to Notre Dame. Here is 
one way things could have gone:

The decision 
You consciously thought about it for a long time. You weighed the pros 
(great academic reputation, football, wonderful philosophy professors) 
and the cons (weather, the university theology requirement). Finally, 

after months of stewing, you decided to come to Notre Dame. That 
decision involved a brain event and a conscious awareness of the 

decision. The brain event (RP-onset) occurred about 300ms before the 
conscious awareness.

Would the fact that that the brain event occurred 300ms 
before the conscious awareness make your decision 

unfree? If not, then why should we think that Libet’s data 
— even if RP-onset is an unconscious decision — tells 

us much about free will?



Is RP-onset an 
unconscious 

decision?

If RP-onset is a 
decision, does 
that limit our 

freedom?

Libet’s experiments are fascinating. But one can challenge both his views about 
when unconscious decisions occur, and his views about the significance of the 

timing of unconscious decisions.

There is much ongoing work in neuroscience and social science about the will 
and freedom of the will. If you’d like to know more, a good overview is the 

philosopher Alfred Mele’s book Free. Many of the critical points made above 
are due to his work.


